Leading During a Sea Change

Once upon a time—not so long ago, really—a principal’s job of managing a school was much like that of a captain who keeps the ship running smoothly through calm seas. But veteran principals—those who have been on the job since the early 1990s or earlier—know from experience how obsolete that analogy has become. They have had to learn how to lead through choppy waters, uncharted territory, and gloomy weather, while keeping the crew focused and confident. Today’s veteran school leaders also know they’re likely to end their careers—whether in five years or 25—still adjusting to change.

We can and should learn a lot from the veteran principals who have led schools during this period of rapid reform and mounting challenges, including changing demographics, tough classroom management, safety challenges, and tight budgets wrapped with new and demanding mandates. They have learned how to adapt to new standards, assessments, and accountability while continuing to focus on individualized learning and instructional innovation.

Today’s generation of veteran principals can tell us a lot about what it takes to keep schools and students moving forward in today’s troubled climate. Before they retire—and even after—our most experienced principals can help the next generation of school leaders understand how foreseeing the need for change, introducing change, implementing change, and learning from change are essential elements of their job description.

Grooming Future Leaders

I hope that our veteran principals, who have demonstrated both focused and flexible leadership, recognize the opportunity to use their hard-earned experience for the benefit of their profession. They can be great mentors for newcomers, helping young principals address the myriad challenges facing them each day, while developing strategies to adapt to changes that lie ahead. Principals with a decade or more at the helm of a school are uniquely qualified to discuss what the job calls for on a day-to-day basis. We should make sure their guidance is heard.

Our veteran principals can also help by looking within their teaching ranks for future leaders who show the potential for understanding and responding to change. They should offer such teachers opportunities to grow by creating leadership roles for them.

A Legacy of Leadership

Even for principals envisioning the end of their accomplished careers, there is important work they can do. Our PALS (Principals Advisory Leadership Services) Corps was specifically designed to tap the mentoring potential of veteran principals. PALS pairs experienced principals with aspiring or new principals to help prepare them for the long hours and challenges the job entails. The coaching that veteran principals can provide gives newcomers a big head start.

We also encourage veteran principals looking at retirement to stay connected to the profession through emeritus membership in NAESP, which also includes membership in AARP. This affiliation offers legal liability protection, access to the latest information on issues facing principals, and discounts on books and other resources from our National Principals Resource Center.

The veterans leading today’s schools are a special group. We should fully appreciate their ability to lead their schools through years of change and use that experience to build the skills of today’s educators.

Instead of asking, “How will we get there?” we can turn to veteran principals to show us the way.
Go beyond simply trying to control the classroom. Create a positive environment that promotes academic achievement.

Call now for workshop availability!
888.763.9045

Visit us online at www.solution-tree.com or call 800.733.6786 to find out more.
Thank you for 70 years of smiles

In honor of our 70th Anniversary, Lifetouch is Celebrating Family with our school partners by offering a free portrait session and family portrait for our fall portrait package or 2007 yearbook customers.

For details, visit www.lifetouch.com/celebratingfamily

We look forward to serving you with our comprehensive portrait services and innovative products in the decades ahead.